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MODBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANGROUP 

 DEVELOPMENT SITE OPTION 

APPRAISALS DECEMBER 2016 

1.0 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

1.1 To summarize the work of the Modbury Neighbourhood Plan Group since its inception, in 
particular the appraisal of the various development site options being considered to meet 
Modbury’s housing targets, and to recommend to South Hams District Council its preferred 
sites for inclusion in the Joint Local Plan, subject to consultation. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

2.1 The Government has clearly stated that local authorities and local communities must make 
plans to accommodate sustainable development. This means meeting the national challenge 
of a growing and longer-living population and helping stimulate economic growth in an 
increasingly competitive world. But it also means safeguarding the historic, cultural and 
natural environment and ensuring that, in making lives better for the country’s citizens, this 

doesn’t mean worse lives for future generations. 

2.2 These plans must comply with national planning policy as defined in the Planning Act 2008, 
the Town and Country Planning Regulations 2012 and the Government’s National Planning 
Policy Framework 2012 (NPPF). They must also comply with the requirements of the 
Localism Act 2011 in giving local people a real say in the way plans are drawn up and the 

specific policies incorporated within them.  

2.3 The NPPF identifies the local plan as the key mechanism by which local authorities  promote 
and control development within their areas. To be adopted a local plan must comply with 
national planning policy. It is underpinned by a framework of neighbourhood plans which are 
drawn up by local communities such as small towns and villages and which specify the 
particular policies to be applied in those neighbourhoods. They must comply with the relevant 
local plan and be adopted by the appropriate local authority before they can become 
enforceable. 

2.4 Under the NPPF, local authorities are encouraged to look outside their boundaries when 
deciding on the geographical scope of their local plan and to work cooperatively with other 
authorities. Many local plans are based on what are known as local housing market areas 
and this is the case in Modbury where a joint local plan is being developed by Plymouth City 
Council, South Hams District Council (SHDC) and West Devon Borough Council (excluding 
the Dartmoor National Park). 

2.5 The Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan (JLP) will lay down the development 
framework and housing targets for the period 2014-34 for the City of Plymouth and for the 
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‘Thriving Towns and Villages’ of the South Hams and West Devon. It is envisaged that 30,300 
new homes will need to be delivered during the plan period broken down as follows: 

 

 Plymouth City and urban fringe (including Sherford) – 21,000 homes 

 Main towns (Totnes, Dartmouth, Kingsbridge, Ivybridge, Tavistock and Okehampton) – 
5,500 homes 

 Local centres – 1,000 (including 193 in Modbury) 

 Villages – 1,000 

 Windfall sites – 1,200 

 Dartmoor – 600 
 
2.6 An initial public consultation on the plan was carried out by the three authorities in the summer 

of 2016 and will be followed by a statutory consultation and examination in public during the 
spring and summer of 2017 with adoption of the JLP following in the autumn. 

 
2.7  It is within this context that Modbury Neighbourhood Plan Group (MNPG) has, since early 

2015, been working on developing a neighbourhood plan for Modbury. 
 
3.0 MODBURY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN GROUP 

 
3.1 The MNPG came into being in February 2015 when Modbury Parish was designated by 

SHDC as a neighbourhood plan area. 
 
3.2 Its prime purpose is to oversee the preparation of a neighbourhood plan for Modbury which 

will set out policies for its future development. This includes consultation with the community 
and other interested parties through public meetings, workshops, a variety of surveys 
(including questionnaires) and contact through village websites, newsletters and social 
media. 

 
3.3 The Group has a Chair, Treasurer and Minutes Secretary. There are nine other full members, 

two of whom are also Parish Councillors, and three coopted members. MNPG reports 
regularly to Modbury Parish Council (MPC).  

 

3.4 Initially the composition of the Group was fluid, with individuals attending an occasional 
meeting for interest or to help with specific and time-limited tasks. The Group has always had 
a policy of open meetings which are advertised via the Messenger, the MPC notice board 
and the MNPG website. As the work of the MNPG has progressed, the Group has resolved 
into core members with voting rights and co-opted members with a focus on specific issues. 
MNPG has been fortunate in being able to recruit members with a wide range of experience, 
local knowledge and expertise.  
 

3.5  MNPG has recently recruited an independent planning consultant to support and advise the 
Group. As the neighbourhood planning process reaches the stage where all the consultation 
information needs to be drawn into the robust and workable policies and actions necessary 
to create a viable plan, this support will be essential. 

 
3.6  Representative members of MNPG have met twice with the SHDC Strategic Planner and 

regularly with the Chair of MPC and the District Councillor to discuss issues relating to the 
plan process and proposed housing sites.  

 
3.7  The work of MNPG has been shaped by the themes emerging from community consultations 

while holding in mind the broader requirement to work within local authority and government 
policy. Much work has focussed around task groups set up to address specific areas of 
interest and concern e.g. housing, environment, heritage, community, transport and traffic. 
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All groups report back regularly to the main Group. Members of MNPG have also attended 
workshops and training events relating to specific aspects of policy and development. 

 
3.8 MNPG has carried out a number of community consultations through the information 

gathering stage of the process. The widest consultation is the questionnaire currently in 
distribution to every household in the Parish. Following analysis of the information from the 
questionnaire, the process will move on to the next stage which is the development of the 
draft neighbourhood plan with support from the planning consultant. 

 
3.9 Progress is monitored by the Group and reviewed with MPC via monthly reports and 

discussion as necessary.  
 
4.0 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 

4.1 The MNPG operates a website to provide public access to its work and a Twitter and 
Facebook presence. It also publishes monthly progress reports via the community newsletter 
– the Modbury Messenger. 

 
4.2 A significant number of public consultations have been undertaken by the MNPG since its 

inception. In the early days the emphasis was on awareness raising – public information 
events were held during the May Fair 2015 and in June 2015 during which the Group informed 
residents of the neighbourhood plan process and sought views on the main themes which 
residents wished the plan to address. 

 
4.3 This was followed by a visit to Modbury Primary School to seek the views of parents and 

children and in September 2015 an open meeting was conducted with residents of 
Brownston. 

 
4.4 Further public engagement was carried out during the 2016 May Fair and the results of all 

these consultations were collated into an interim report. 
 
4.5 In July 2016 SHDC published its initial draft JLP proposals for Modbury which identified a site 

adjacent to the current 93-home development at Palm Cross Green (RA1) as the preferred 
location for 80 of the further 100 homes envisaged for Modbury during the plan period. The 
MNPG, in association with MPC, organised a public meeting in the Memorial Hall which was 
chaired by local MP Gary Streeter and attended by 120 residents who, almost unanimously, 
rejected the proposal, urging the Council to spread the additional homes around the town in 
3 or 4 smaller sites. 

 
4.6 The formal JLP consultation came to an end on 12 August 2016. The MPC submitted its own 

response opposing the SHDC site proposals and there has been a very high level of response 
from the general community overwhelmingly expressing disagreement with the SHDC 
proposed site. 

 
4.7 The MNPG’s most comprehensive consultation is currently underway – a questionnaire 

survey distributed to every household in Modbury Parish. These will be collected by 10 
December 2016 and analysed during late December/early January 2017. The results of the 
consultation will subsequently be published in a report and will inform the first draft of the 
Modbury Neighbourhood Plan. 

 

4.8 There is an emerging public consensus from these various consultations that further 
development must be managed by utilising smaller sites which can be integrated into the 
community on a phased basis. It is with this in mind that the MNPG has undertaken a 
comprehensive review of potential development sites. 
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5.0  DEVELOPMENT SITE APPRAISAL  
 

5.1 SHDC have assessed 16 sites offered for development around Modbury in the Strategic 
Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA). These date from the 
2009, 2013 and 2016 calls for sites.  

 
5.2 The factors used for assessment in SHELAA were: access, landscape and ecology, heritage 

and archaeology, flood risk, drainage and water quality, contamination and environmental 
health. On the basis of their assessment, SHDC selected three sites to meet Modbury’s 
housing target for 2014-34 of 193 homes. These were: 

 

 RA1 - West of Palm Cross Green - 93 dwellings under construction by Bloor Homes; 

 RA2 – Poundwell St – 20 dwellings, and; 

 RA1 northern extension – 80 dwellings. 
 
5.3 The third site is approximately 7.6 Ha in size. Depending on densities and house types, more 

than double the 80 dwellings required could be built here. As reported in section 4 above the 
community have protested against the scale and location of this site, which includes five fields 
in open countryside. 

 
5.4 Anticipating the need to identify additional sites, the Housing Sub-Group of the MNPG 

commenced its own desk top assessment of parts of the 16 SHELAA sites in the autumn of 
2015 and has developed its assessment, including site visits, in the 12 months since then. 
This appraisal has been carried out on a voluntary basis by professionals from the 
construction, housing, architectural and landscape sectors. All happen to live in Modbury but 
none adjacent to a potential site.  

 
5.5 The appraisal is an objective assessment of how appropriate development might be for a 

given site and builds on the approach used by SHDC. The following criteria have been used 
and scored: 

 

 Vehicular access; 

 Ecological diversity; 

 Visual impact on the landscape; 

 Flood risk and drainage issues; 

 Heritage/archeology; 

 Connectivity with the town centre; 

 Developability; 

 Public rights of way. 
 
5.6 The appraisal resulted in the shortlisting of nine sites, one of which was split into two giving 

a total of ten sites for further consideration. A map showing the location of the shortlisted 
sites (excluding one at Fancy Cross which is considered too remote to be viable) is attached 
at Appendix A. 

5.7 Following the JLP consultations where the community clearly expressed the wish for the 
additional 100 homes to be delivered on 3-4 smaller sites spread around the town, and two 
consultations with SHDC’s Strategic Planner, MNPG has further refined its assessment in 
accordance with the following additional criteria: 

 

 Spatial distribution around the town; 

 Limitation on scale of development; 

 Preference from community consultations not to expand the large new development 
presently in construction at Palm Cross; 
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 Economic importance; 

 Existing green space designation; 

 Sustainably linked communities; 

 Brownfield considerations; 

 Amenity/ noise/ air/ nuisance, and; 

 Deliverability. 
 
5.8 On the basis of the additional assessment the MNPG proposes the sites listed at Section 6 

below to deliver the extra housing required by the JLP. 
 
6.0 PREFERRED SITES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

 
6.1 On the basis of the further appraisal of sites MNPG considers the following sites to be 

appropriate to deliver the additional 100 homes identified in the JLP, pending results from the 
current community consultation: 

 

 Site E – RA2 Poundwell – 20 homes 

 Site C – Land to East of Aylestone Park – 25 homes 

 Site B – Land to east of Silverwell Park (part) – 30 homes 

 Site F or G – Land at Pennparks Farm – 25 homes 
 
6.2 Site E - The RA2 site is made up of a number of different landuses and land owners. They 

include Devon and Cornwall Housing (DCH) older persons accommodation, car parks, the 
doctors surgery, fields and a part of a private garden. Some of the area is within the 
conservation area and all of it is with in the South Hams Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB). Twenty dwellings are presently allocated within this area, including the development 
of a town square. There is potential for redevelopment/expansion of the surgery and the 
provision of much-needed sheltered and assisted accommodation in a town centre location. 

 
6.3 Site C - This site is a field to the east of Modbury which is edged to the north and north-west 

by housing; and south and east by fields. It has good vehicular access via a preserved 
hammerhead link in Ayleston Park and easy pedestrian access to the town centre. It is well 
screened to the east by a shelter belt of trees and bushes which were a planning requirement 
when Ayleston Park was developed in the 1990s. The developer Sunnybanks Homes and 
the land owner are keen to develop and an initial feasibility has shown a potential for 25 
homes on this site.  

 
6.4 Site B – This is another field to the east of the town, this time with direct vehicular access 

onto Brownston St on the northern outskirts of the town. It is edged to the west by housing, 
to the north by the main road and to the south and east by fields. It is well screened by mature 
trees and hedges which mean that the impact on the landscape is low. Again the site could 
be served by a dedicated pedestrian link to the town centre via Site C. Sunnybanks Homes 
and the land owner have also expressed interest in developing this site which has the 
potential for between 35 and 50 homes depending on density. 

 
6.5 Site F or G – This is a tract of land between Modbury’s light industrial estate and a small 

group of 20th century housing which lies outside the existing town boundary. Site F has good 
vehicular access to the main A379 road and there could be separate pedestrian access to 
the town alongside the RA1 development. The site is currently occupied by a dwelling and 
several farm buildings. Site G enjoys poorer vehicular access and is further away from the 
town centre but is free from existing development. The landowner has expressed an interest 
in developing but no developer is currently assigned to either site which both have a potential 
for up to 25 dwellings. 
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6.6 It is important to note that this exercise has been unable to reflect the views of the Modbury 
public because the current neighbourhood plan survey is still underway and the results are 
unlikely to be available until early/mid January 2017. The MNPG therefore makes its 
recommendations subject to the results of the consultations currently under way. 

 
7.0 MODBURY PARISH COUNCIL  

 
7.1  At its meeting on 12th December 2016 MPC resolved to support the MNPG proposals on 

prefered sites and recommend their acceptance by SHDC, subject to the outcome of the 
neighbourhood plan questionnaire consultation currently being undertaken. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION TO SHDC  
 
8.1 MNPG has consulted and taken note of public opinion regarding the wishes of the community 

in relation to the proposed housing sites in the JLP. Objective appraisal of potential alternative 
sites has been carried out by members of the Group using their professional expertise and 
assessment criteria used by SHDC and refined by the Group. The Group has also taken into 
consideration the wishes so far expressed that future development should take place on 
smaller sites with balanced distribution across the town thus allowing for better phasing of 
development and sustainable integration into the town. 

 
8.2 MNPG therefore recommends that, subject to the results of the community 

consultation currently under way, SHDC alter its proposed site allocation for the 
remaining 100 homes in the 2014-34 plan period to four of the five sites proposed in 
this document. 

 
9.0 APPROVAL BY SHDC WARD MEMBER  
 

9.1 This report and its recommendation is supported by Ward Councillor Lindsay Ward. 
 
 
 Modbury Neighbourhood Plan Group, December 2016 
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APPENDIX A – Map of appraised sites  

 
 


